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ABOUT THIS FIN ANCIAL STRENGTH ASSESSMENT
This AKG report and the analysis and ratings contained within it provide assessment of financial strength and associated
considerations. Financial Strength is focused on the ability of a company to deliver ongoing operational capability in the
interest of its customers and in line with their fairly held expectations. AKG’s perspective in the assessment of financial
strength is wholly that of a customer of a product or service. From that foundation, this analysis is specifically designed to
inform financial advisers and assist in their required understanding of a company’s operational financial strength.
Given the underlying customer perspective, the financial strength of companies needs to be focused at an operational
level (i.e. the elements and functions of an organisation which operate to specifically deliver and manage a proposition or
service to the customer), specifically on the company that is effecting the product or service that a customer is selecting.
This is important, because from the customer’s perspective it is that company that needs to survive in a form that maintains
the requisite operational characteristics to meet their fairly held requirements. And it is thus at this level that the selection
needs of the customers’ advisers must be met. This contrasts to credit rating, which will be undertaken at group or parent
company level where investment or debt placement etc. is made.
Further details on how analysis is undertaken is provided at the end of this report and may also be obtained from AKG.
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Royal London is the largest mutual life, pensions and investment company in the UK, with assets under management
of £139bn, 8.6 million policies in force, 1.6 million members and 4,348 employees as at 30 June 2020
Pension and protection products are all provided and operated under the Royal London brand
Business is performing well, although new business sales were down 6% in 2019, albeit this was as per expectations
Royal London Asset Management Ltd (RLAM) made a positive contribution with total net inflows of £9.9bn [2018:
£7.7bn]
Market visibility is good, with a positive reputation and Royal London continues to win numerous awards for
products and service
ProfitShare distribution to eligible members of £140m [2018: £150m], with the total amount distributed since
inception now exceeding £1bn
Significant recent change at Board level, including the appointment of a new Group Chief Executive in September
2019
A new subsidiary, Royal London Insurance DAC (RLI DAC), was established and authorised to trade in the
Republic of Ireland by the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) with effect from 1 January 2019
June 2020 saw Royal London announce that following the approval of its member representatives, the Police
Mutual Group (Police Mutual) would be acquired, subject to regulatory approval. The deal completed in October
2020
September 2020 saw the sale of Investment Funds Direct Ltd (IFDL - trading as Ascentric) to M&G plc
The Group Regulatory Solvency II coverage ratio was estimated at 149% as at 30 June 2020 [31 December 2019:
159%; 31 December 2018: 154%]. This includes £600m of subordinated debt issued in September 2019
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COMMENTARY
Financial Strength Ratings
Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Ltd, (The)
Royal London is the largest mutual life and pensions company in the UK and has performed well in recent years.
The mutual structure and personality of the business, combined with a healthy financial position, helps to facilitate its
ProfitShare programme, which has distributed over £1bn to members since 2007, albeit the distribution was reduced in
2019.
The Group became an internal model firm during 2019. At 31 December 2019 its Group Regulatory capital coverage
ratio was 159% [1 January 2019, restated: 154%]. This was driven by a subordinated debt issue of £600m in September
2019 (to increase capital resources and to support investment in its businesses) and positive economic assumption
changes, offset by the capital used to write new business in the year, as well as the allocation of ProfitShare and continued
strategic investment in the Group.
The Group Regulatory coverage ratio was estimated at 149% as at 30 June 2020, having reduced due to the impact of
COVID-19 on global stock and bond markets. The Group remains reasonably well capitalised and states that it will
continue to take action to protect its capital position as appropriate.
The sale of IFDL has released more capital for Royal London, allowing it to focus more on its core operations, as would
the proposed mergers of its legacy with profits funds into the main fund.
Whilst, the acquisition of Police Mutual primarily provides a safe haven for a business that was somewhat distressed, it
also involves two parties with complementary values and culture and also brings with it an established brand and widens
Royal London's overall target market.

Company Analysis

The Society's long term business is made up of a mix of with profits, unit linked and non-profit business, all of which
appear to have a good degree of security. The with profits rating shown above applies to the Royal London IB & OB
Subfund (the main fund), which remains open to new business. The same or lower ratings apply to the other closed with
profits funds, although there are plans to merge these with the main fund in due course.

Service Rating
Royal London's strategy is built upon great customer service and making it easier to do business with them. Royal London
invests in customer service with case ownership and a focus on 'customer outcomes with people combined with great
technology to support advisers with complex decisions'.

Guide

In 2019, Royal London won Company of the Year for the second year running and 5 stars for service for Pensions,
Protection, RLAM and Ascentric. Pensions retained 5 stars for the eleventh year in a row, with Protection and RLAM
retaining 5 stars for the sixth time. These can be considered strong achievements in a turbulent market with considerable
regulatory change. Additionally, a strong performance (and relatively so to some peer companies) has been seen during
the early phase of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Royal London's ambition is to address two key issues; the lack of engagement by customers with financial services, and to
make it easier to access advice when it is needed. Royal London values financial advice and aims to build long term
relationships with advisers, through tailoring support to advisers' different business models. In pensions, technology
supporting advisers includes a Drawdown Governance Service, an online dashboard showing the sustainability of an
advisers' clients' drawdown plans and an Adviser Review Service giving an online interactive view of the advisers' pension
clients to support adviser's conversations.
87% of staff participated in Royal London’s Annual Employee Engagement survey with an employee engagement score of
83% [2018: 81%] achieved. The Net Promoter score was 63% [2018: 60%], with scores above generally 50% considered
as excellent.
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Image & Strategy Rating
Royal London's vision remains 'to be rated by our customers as the most trusted and most recommended provider' in
its chosen markets. To achieve this, key current strategic objectives are to ensure the business is 'hard to copy' (something
in which its mutuality has a key part to play) and to ensure it is 'slick and efficient' (where it has to bring digital capability
and an ongoing focus on agile ways of working).
Following the rebrand of first the pension business from Scottish Life to Royal London and subsequently the protection
brands, Royal London is now increasingly leveraging the combination derived from the capability and propositions available
within the wider Group, including RLAM from an investment solutions perspective.
Overarching strategy has continued to evolve in recent years, including most recently with the arrival of a new CEO. In
particular, this has been articulating and delivering on Royal London's sense of customer purpose.

Group & Parental Context

From a pensions strategy and business perspective, Royal London continues to deliver a consistent message and
proposition in terms of personal pension/drawdown and group personal pension/auto enrolment. Royal London
benefitted strongly from the auto-enrolment market, and as an acknowledged drawdown specialist, the pension freedoms
changes introduced in April 2015 are positive for Royal London.
In protection, Royal London has revitalised its strategy and is now seeing good growth through improved propositions,
pricing strengthened data analytics and online experience and is targeting further growth. Building on success, Royal London
has restructured its protection business to form permanent agile teams focussing on continually improving the customer
experience in areas such as on-boarding and claims, and is further investing in advanced analytics and distribution
governance.
Across the business, a key focus over recent years has been culture and values. This has both been to deliver a harmonised
understanding and approach for staff that have come from different constituent organisations, but are now under a
common brand. However, it has also been about increasing the focus on the customer and specifically driving delivery of
customer values, with these being encapsulated within the business strategy as value statements. In this way, Royal London
looks to give practical form to its mutuality - something which should also aid differentiation.

Company Analysis

The sale of the Ascentric platform business to M&G allows Royal London to focus more on its core operations.
Royal London reviewed its external branding and at how it is viewed by customers in 2019. The research revealed that
its prompted brand awareness had improved towards the level of its peers (61% compared to a competitor average of
67%), an improvement from low brand awareness five years previously. A new phase of branding has been launched to
add "depth and meaning to consumers’ understanding of Royal London". Royal London continues to undertake investment
in corporate sponsorship and television advertising to promote its brand. A new advertising campaign was launched in
October 2019, based on the theme of Royal London's determination to help people "achieve their financial aims, whatever
life might throw at them". Renewed sponsorship of English cricket for another six years will also boost brand awareness.
The first television advertising for its direct funeral plans was also broadcast over the summer and Royal London began to
make an impression in this market.

Guide

The acquisition of Police Mutual brings with it another brand and further distribution opportunities.
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Business Performance Rating
2019 was another good year for Royal London, which again saw it reach a number of milestones in its transformation
programme, including: approval of its Partial Internal Model; the continued acceleration of the reporting deadlines under
the Solvency II regime and commencing a significant long-term project relating to transforming its legacy funds and
administration systems.
Performance in 2019 was as follows:




Group & Parental Context






European Embedded Value (EEV) operating profit before tax increased by 5% to £416m [2018: £396m], driven by
an increased new business contribution of £319m [2018: £301m]
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) profit before tax increased to £436m [2018: loss before tax
£111m], helped by positive investment returns
ProfitShare (after tax) distribution to eligible customers of £140m [2018: £150m], bringing total ProfitShare
payments to over £1bn since 2007
New business sales, on a Present Value of New Business Premiums (PVNBP) basis, decreased to £10,699m [2018:
£11,308m]. The expected decrease resulted from a reduction in individual pension sales primarily due to a reduced
level of defined benefit transfer activity across the market
Assets under management reached a record high of £139bn [2018: £114bn], due to a combination of investment
growth and net inflows of £9,892m [2018: £7,652m]
98% [2018: 54%] of active funds outperformed their benchmark over a three-year period

In the first half of 2020 against the backdrop of the ongoing pandemic, Royal London made continued progress on its
strategic agenda, with the agreement to sell its platform business, Ascentric, which was completed in September. It also
announced that Police Mutual would become part of Royal London, subject to regulatory approval, an acquisition which
completed in October 2020
In its 2020 Interim Results, Royal London announced:


Company Analysis
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UK GAAP operating profit before tax decreased to £36m [H1 2019: £90m], reflecting reduced new business sales
and increased digital investment
Loss before tax of £181m [H1 2019: profit of £397m] following falls in real asset values and a reduction in bond
yields
Life and pensions new business sales 18% lower at £4.7bn [H1 2019: £5.8bn] reflecting difficult trading conditions
experienced during lockdown in Q2 2020, as companies deferred decisions to move pension scheme providers and
individuals delayed investment decisions
Net inflows were £997m in H1 2020 [H1 2019: £5,473m] as strong internal flows and growth in demand for
sustainable funds were partially offset by external Institutional outflows, particularly in the segregated fixed income
and cash funds
Assets under management were stable at £139bn [31 December 2019: £139bn]
Group Regulatory capital coverage ratio of 149% [31 December 2019: 159%] and Investor View capital cover ratio
of 212% [31 December 2019: 219%]
There was a £10m reserve for COVID-19 related claims
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Group & Parental Context
BACKGROUND
Royal London is the largest mutual life, pensions and investment company in the UK, with assets under management of
£139bn, 8.6 million policies in force, 1.6 million members and 4,348 employees as at 30 June 2020
Royal London, which operated for many years as a traditional home service insurer, has been transformed following a
number of acquisitions. It acquired United Assurance Group in 2000 and then, in 2001, Scottish Life. 2007 saw the group
acquire IFDL, which provides the Ascentric platform (and provided the FundsDirect fund supermarket which is now closed
to new business). In 2008, Phoenix Life Assurance Ltd (PLAL) was acquired from Pearl, together with some protection
business from Scottish Mutual and Scottish Provident, as well as Scottish Provident International Ltd and the Scottish
Provident brand. PLAL and the protection business was transferred into Royal London at the end of 2008. There were
transfers-in of the business of Royal Liver Assurance Ltd in July 2011 and both Royal London (CIS) Ltd) (RLCIS - the
company formed to acquire the Co-operative Insurance Society Ltd in July 2013) and Royal London Pooled Pensions
Company Ltd (RLPPC) in December 2014. The Co-operative Asset Management Ltd (renamed Royal London Asset
Management (CIS) Ltd) was also acquired in July 2013. In November 2013, Royal London 360 Insurance Company Ltd,
the group's offshore operation, was sold in a management buy-out supported by Vitruvian Partners LLP.
In 2014 Royal London commenced its phased re-branding exercise to bring the majority of its businesses under the Royal
London name and this was completed in 2016. Royal London is focused on key sectors of the UK financial services market
with its primary focus being to provide pension and protection products in the intermediary market. Previously pensions
business had been distributed under the Scottish Life brand within Royal London's Intermediary Division. Protection
products previously distributed under the Bright Grey and Scottish Provident brands were the final elements to be brought
under the Royal London brand. The protection brand operating in the domestic Irish intermediary protection market,
acquired as part of Royal Liver, was also re-branded to Royal London (previously Caledonian Life).
As part of Brexit planning Royal London took the decision to establish an authorised insurance business in the Republic
of Ireland. This enables the Group to continue to sell new business in Ireland following Brexit and enables its Irish and
German life insurance business to continue to be serviced. The new subsidiary, RLI DAC, was authorised to write new
life insurance business in the Republic of Ireland by the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) with effect from 1 January 2019, with
Royal London's Irish and German policyholders transferred in February 2019.
In 2018 the Group updated its structure for internal reporting. This restructure resulted in the creation of two new
operating segments, Legacy, which was previously reported within the Consumer reporting segment, and RLAM which
was previously reported within Wealth. The other component previously included in the now defunct Wealth division
was IFDL, which was moved to Other. 2019 saw RLI DAC removed from Intermediary and included in Other items. IFDL
was sold in September 2020, following a strategic review, which concluded that, although Royal London had invested
significantly (more than £145m) in it, including a re-platforming, IFDL would be better positioned under different ownership
for the next phase of its growth. Royal London currently has 5 divisions as follows:




Guide
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Intermediary (Pensions and UK Protection): Pensions provides pensions and other retirement products to
individuals and to employer pension schemes in the UK and UK Protection provides protection products to
individuals in the UK.
Consumer: Administers the Group’s direct to customer business, selling insurance and protection products directly
to consumers who can't access or don't want financial advice.
Asset Management: RLAM provides investment management services to the other entities within the Group and to
external clients, including pension funds, local authorities, universities and charities, as well as individuals
Legacy: comprises the operations of the Group which are closed to new business
Other: comprises RLI DAC which provides protection products to individuals in the Republic of Ireland and
centrally held items, such as Group functions

Royal London has six main sites across the UK and Ireland (in order of number of people employed: Wilmslow, Edinburgh,
London, Bath, Dublin and Glasgow.
© AKG Financial Analytics Ltd
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Company Analysis: Royal London Mutual Insurance Society
Ltd, (The)
BASIC INFORMATION
Company Type
Life Insurer
Ownership & Control
Mutual

Group & Parental Context

Year Established
1861
Country of Registration
UK
Head Office
55 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0RL
Contact
www.royallondon.com/contact

Role

Name

Chairman

K A H Parry

Group Chief Executive Officer

F A O'Dwyer

Group Chief Financial Officer

D Cazeaux

Group Chief Risk Officer

J McCourt

Group Operations Director

J Glen

Group People Director

T Kneller

Group Corporate Development Director

S Murray

Group Chief Information Officer

W J Pritchett

CEO, Intermediary Business

I Langton

CEO, Consumer Business

J C Toher

CEO, RLAM

A S Carter

CEO RLI DAC

N Freeley

General Counsel

F Speight

Chief Actuary

S Cooper

With Profits Actuary

B J Murray

Guide
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Company Background
The Society as it exists today has developed to encompass a number of other companies and well known brands, as
outlined below.
The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Ltd (Royal London) was founded in 1861 as a friendly society, becoming a
mutual life insurance company in 1908. Royal London acquired the United Assurance Group (UAG) in 2000. The five life
businesses of UAG (Refuge Assurance, United Friendly Insurance, United Friendly Life Assurance, Canterbury Life and
Refuge Investments) were transferred into Royal London on 1 January 2001. Scottish Life was founded in 1881 in
Edinburgh as a proprietary company, becoming a mutual company in 1968. On 1 July 2001, Scottish Life demutualised
and transferred its business to Royal London.
Bright Grey was established in September 2001 and launched to the IFA market, with a phased rollout, from the end of
March 2003. In 2006, Royal London transferred £1.8bn of annuity business previously sold under the Royal London,
Scottish Life and United Assurance brands to Prudential Retirement Income Ltd (PRIL). In 2008, Phoenix Life Assurance
Ltd, together with the protection business from Scottish Provident and Scottish Mutual, transferred into Royal London.
The business of Royal Liver was transferred-in in July 2011. The transfer-in of business from the Co-operative Insurance
Society, acquired in 2013 through the newly established company RLCIS, took place on 30 December 2014, together
with the transfer of the business from RLPPC.
Royal London maintains 8 funds: Royal London IB & OB, United Friendly OB, United Friendly IB, Refuge Assurance IB,
Scottish Life (containing the pre-transfer Scottish Life with profits business), PLAL With-Profits, Royal London (CIS) and
Royal Liver With-Profits. Only the first of the above-listed funds remains open to new business. Royal London is simplifying
the way its holds capital, with plans to merge its separate legacy with profits fund with the main Royal London fund. The
mergers are subject to independent expert, regulator and court approval. The intention was for the first, the United
Friendly Industrial Business Fund to go to the courts for approval in 2020, with subsequent approvals following over the
next three years. The process has, however, been put on hold due to COVID-19.
The Royal London IB & OB fund returned a with profits performance of 12.3% in 2019 [2018: -2.2%], outperforming the
benchmark return of 11.4% [2018: -2.4%].

Company Analysis

OPERATIONS
Governance System and Structure
The Board is committed to maintaining high standards of corporate governance and believes that a sound corporate
governance framework enables efficient and effective decision making with clear responsibilities, which contribute to
achieving the company’s objectives and delivering long-term value to members.
The Board sets the company's strategic aims, ensures that the necessary financial and human resources are in place for
the company to meet its objectives and reviews management performance. Additionally, the Board sets the company’s
values and standards and ensures that its obligations are understood and met.
The Group Chief Executive (GCE) delegates certain responsibilities to his direct reports. The Group Executive Committee
has been put in place by the GCE to support him in the discharge of his responsibilities. A number of committees have
been created to assist the GCE in his decision making or to monitor certain company activities.

Guide

A new insurance subsidiary RLI DAC was incorporated in 2018 and authorised with effect from 1 January 2019. RLI DAC
has its own Board of Directors, which includes two Non-Executive Directors and has also established Audit and Risk
committees.
2019 saw significant change at Group Board level, with Phil Loney (Group Chief Executive), Jon Macdonald (Chief Risk
Officer), Tim Harris (Deputy Group Chief Executive and Group Finance Director) and Rupert Pennant-Rea (Group
Chairman) all departing. Kevin Parry was appointed as Chairman early in 2019, followed by Barry O'Dwyer as Group
Chief Executive in September 2019, James McCourt as Chief Risk Officer and Daniel Cazeaux as Group Finance Director.
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Risk Management
The Board believes that implementing an effective Risk Management System (RMS) is fundamental to achieving high
standards of governance.
A new risk management tool, Archer, was implemented in 2016 and was rolled out in 2017. This allows Royal London to
review and enhance its RMS, and helps to monitor risks to 'ensure that the achievement of Royal London's performance
and objectives is not undermined by unexpected events'.
The governance structure for risk management is based on the ‘three lines of defence’ model. Primary responsibility for
risk management lies with the business units and specialist operational process functions. A second line of defence is
provided by specialist functions that undertake monitoring, challenge and policy setting. The third line of defence is
provided by Group Internal Audit, which provides independent assurance.

Group & Parental Context

The senior risk management team has not significantly changed, ensuring a desirable level of continuity. However, Royal
London's preparation for a move to a Partial Internal Model (approved in September 2019) under Solvency II has meant
further enhancements in governance and risk management, including in its Risk Appetite Framework and in the
methodology for Risk Event Reporting.
Administration
Following the introduction of the pension freedoms changes from April 2015, Royal London has seen an increasing growth
in demand from advisers and clients across all books of business, particularly for existing drawdown business. The Group
has completed change programmes in line with this growth in order to continually improve its capabilities and the
experience of customers, with two of the largest programmes focused on enhancing the IT infrastructure supporting
current and future propositions; investment in systems and transformation programmes in recent years has totalled nearly
£800m, it states. Across the business Royal London is seeking to maximise its investment in technology to drive operational
improvements, with platform improvements within the Group being directed into pension and direct propositions also,
to drive further administrative efficiency and to maintain service.

Company Analysis

Royal London Management Services Ltd, which receives a fee in respect of each policy it administers, is responsible for
the administration of the majority of the Group’s policies. A similar arrangement exists for asset management services,
although the fee is applied as a percentage of assets.
Royal London is also carrying out ongoing work/development of its underwriting and associated processes with the
objective of delivering additional new business capacity and operational efficiency. This follows the introduction of
UnderwriteMe as an outsourced strategic underwriting platform for all protection business.
Royal London launched the first phase of a new digital portal in 2019, which will enable some of its customers to view
their annual statements online.
Royal London reports that 98% of its staff had transitioned to working from home during the pandemic and the business
is reported as having performed very well in terms of maintaining customer service during its early phase.
Benchmarks
Royal London continues to win a significant number of product and service awards in recent years and a summary of the
key awards in 2019 follows:

Guide








'Company of the Year' for the second year running and Five Stars for Life and Pension at the Financial Adviser
Service Awards
RLAM was also rated at Five Stars for Investment
'Best Pension Provider' at the Money Marketing Awards
'Best online service' at the COVER Customer Care Awards
'Service Excellence Award' at the Brokers Ireland Excellence Awards.
A Five Star Fairer Finance rating for it over-50s life product
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Similarly, in 2020:








Five Stars for Life and Pension at the Financial Adviser Service Awards
RLAM was also rated at Five Stars for Investment for the fifth year running
'Company of the Year' and 'Protection Provider of the Year' at the 2020 Money Marketing Awards
'Provider of the Year 2019' at the SimplyBiz Group’s Annual Partnership Event 2020 in May 2020
The Group’s Pension Portfolio and Retirement Solution Group Personal Pension products maintained their 5 star
ratings from Defaqto in February 2020. Pensions continued to be rated Gold for customer service, with an overall
satisfaction score of 83%
'Best Income Drawdown Provider' at the 2020 Investment Life & Pensions Moneyfacts Awards

Outsourcing
The company has an outsourcing policy with a 'robust and consistent framework' governing material outsourced
arrangements. As with many other similar organisations, it outsources some back office processes (Capita Life and
Pensions) for legacy products and Custodian and Administration Services for RLAM (HSBC).

STRATEGY
Market Positioning
Royal London states that it aims to be the 'most trusted and valued provider in our chosen markets'. An evolved Royal
London strategy ever more explicitly focuses on customers at the heart of the organisation's purpose. There is a guiding
aspiration to deliver superior value for money for customers and support a strong social impact.
Having operated with a number of specifically targeted pension and protection brands and elements of segmented
distribution in respect of each of these, for a number of years, Royal London has now moved to an integrated approach
for the adviser market. This sees its pension offering, both individual and group, plus all protection products, all interface
with the UK adviser market through a single Royal London brand and distribution infrastructure. Royal London also
provides intermediated protection products in Ireland. As at 31 December 2019 there were 2,525,098 policies [2018:
2,305,000] in the Intermediary division.
Pension services include individual pensions, workplace pensions and, at retirement income drawdown and income release
products. In pensions, whilst key change aspects such as pensions freedoms and AE phasing have now bedded down and
the volume of DB transfer business has slowed, further change such as the Pensions Dashboard needs to be considered
and presents great potential to improve customer engagement and provides a great opportunity for further success for
Royal London. Continued recent innovation in the pensions arena has included the launch of a mobile app in 2019.
Protection products include life cover, critical illness and income protection plans. In protection the business had faced
challenges in its proposition and service in prior years, but it has maintained strong distribution links and successfully rebuilt
this capability and reputation. Royal London Intermediary Protection offers a range of options including life cover, critical
illness cover, income protection, unemployment cover and most recently diabetes products and critical illness coverage
for children. Future opportunities may be found in the funeral plan space which would be a natural expansion for the
group. 2019 saw Royal London stop trading with some intermediaries whose Protection business was deemed to be of
poor quality, evidenced by a high level of early lapse rates. It stated, however, that its distribution footprint remains strong
and that it remains on most protection distributor panels.
The Consumer division, 486,216 policies [2018: 383,427], sells life insurance, investment and retirement products directly
to consumers who do not want or cannot afford financial advice. Royal London operates separately its D2C (consumer)
business with a different suite of propositions under the same brand. Products include over-50s life assurance, term
insurance and funeral plans. Further product offerings are to be expected here and, whilst a small component, it is an area
with important and significant growth potential. Key partners with this segment currently include the Post Office Money
Services, Ecclesiastical Insurance and Co-op Funeralcare. The partnership with Post Office Money was secured in 2017,
which saw Royal London become the sole provider of life insurance products to be sold through Post Office outlets and
online in 2017, and this was reported to have performed well in its first full year. In 2019, it launched a life insurance
partnership with Co-op Insurance Services and an Over-50s Life Cover partnership with Cover Direct. There are also
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partnerships with 13 independent co-operatives for direct-to-consumer funeral plans. Combined, these partnerships have
contributed £304m in new business sales during 2019 [2018: £316m].
The Legacy division serves long-standing customers, many of whom do not have access to financial advice. It accounts for
5,621,868 [2018: 6,046,216] policies broken down as follows: 4m protection and life policies, 1.2m pension policies and
0.4m other policies, such as annuities and tax-efficient savings plans including ISAs.
Royal London also has a small but growing broker distributed business in the Republic of Ireland, now provided on a new
platform supporting ongoing product development. Growth is predicted for the Irish Market, given demographic and
economic indicators, and the business is an avenue for adjacent proposition development/introduction and growth. Royal
London established a subsidiary in the Republic of Ireland, known as RLI DAC, to continue to trade and to mitigate any
uncertainty. Its Irish business was transferred into RLI DAC in February 2020 along with a small block of German business.
A new CEO, Noel Freeley, appointed in 2020.

Company Analysis

Group & Parental Context

A solid set of new business figures across both the pension and protection product ranges and continued strong
performance in awards suggests that the overall proposition maintains significant traction with advisers. Future business is
focused on margins and profitability as opposed to volume.
Under a new CEO and with further strategic planning, the business appears to have taken the opportunity to reflect on
and adjust in terms of M&A opportunities and what fits best for the business's direction. This has initially seen the disposal
of Ascentric and the acquisition of Police Mutual.
Proposition
There is a wide range of Pensions and Protection propositions provided by Royal London via Intermediary distributors.
The Society also writes a select range of products in the direct channel.
Product innovation and opportunities continue, particularly utilising digital competencies. Significant in the short to medium
term will be the launch of an ISA proposition.
Pension Portfolio is Royal London’s flagship individual pension product targeting regular premium and single
premium/consolidation business. From an individual pension perspective, advisers can access a risk profiling tool, an income
planning tool and a new At Retirement tool. Advisers can also make use of an online new business tracker service which
provides support for the case management of individual policies with Royal London. A recent innovation has seen the
launch of Royal London's first ever mobile app, which enables customers to view their pension savings whenever they like,
with over 80% of around 30,000 customers with the app logging in at least once per month.
Income Release is the flagship income drawdown solution. Royal London was able to facilitate Flexi Access Drawdown
and Uncrystallised Fund Pension Lump Sums (UFPLS) across its pension product range from 6 April 2015.
From a corporate pension perspective, Royal London offers access to a salary exchange calculator, an auto enrolment
designer and a scheme risk profiler.
Pension propositions are supported by RLAM in terms of investment requirements.
Royal London’s pension investment proposition offers a range of over 160 funds, with 120 managed by external fund
managers and 40+ managed by RLAM. Customers have two main options:

Guide




They can invest in one of the risk-graded portfolios or lifestyle strategies from the Governed Range
Alternatively, they can create and manage their own investment strategy by selecting from the range of funds

The Governed Portfolios are a range of nine mixed-asset portfolios which are suitable for different risk categories and
terms to retirement. Customers can invest in any of the nine Governed Portfolios individually or combined in Target
Lifestyle Strategies.
Royal London is a major protection provider and has a long standing reputation that contributes to new sales. This both
contributes towards Group overheads, provides capital diversification benefits and in line with Royal London's focus, is
positioned to help with improving financial resilience. The protection market is particularly competitive and the business
© AKG Financial Analytics Ltd
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continues to innovate and adjust to maintain its position. Agile working as a further digital development will be key.
However, specific recent enhancements have included the launch of children's critical illness cover.
An accumulating with profits Funeral Bond product was launched in the direct channel in January 2015.
A direct funeral plan, which was awarded a four-star rating from the Fairer Finance consumer group, was launched in the
Consumer division.
More than 40% of direct sales in 2019 were digital, a large proportion of which were made via a mobile phone or a tablet.
Products were designed from launch to be mobile-first, even though only 5% of sales originally came via mobile channels.
For customers who prefer to talk to a person, there is a direct call centre in the Wilmslow office. Post-sale research shows
very high levels of satisfaction from customers who have called the centre, and an unusually high level of customer
understanding of the product they have bought.
The Legacy division was created in 2018 to 'ensure long-standing customers receive the same care and attention as our
new customers' and looks after around 5.6m policies. Ongoing projects are in place aimed at achieving this. Annual
statements are being improved, older technology systems are being replaced and there are plans to merge funds to
improve capital and cost efficiencies and achieve greater diversification.
In January 2019, Royal London's Irish Protection business ceased to be a branch of Royal London and became an
incorporated company in Ireland, a change which enables it to serve is customers better and ensures its business will
continue uninterrupted, following Brexit. This operation has grown since being acquired by Royal London and Royal
London states that it is now the second largest player in the Irish intermediated protection market. Royal London Ireland
now also looks after Royal London’s European customers with around 480,000 policies, with a value of €896m as at 31
December 2019. In Ireland, through its subsidiary, Royal London continued to focus on life assurance and critical illness
cover, reporting that its market share had increased from 19% at Q4 2018 to 22% at Q3 2019. 2019 saw the launch of a
critical illness product, which links benefits to the severity of the impact caused by an illness or condition.
Institutional investors are a key part of RLAM's strategy. In recent years, however, RLAM has focused on diversification,
adding distribution capability in the wholesale market, targeting platforms, IFAs and wealth managers. As a result, business
from wholesale clients has increased materially, and is now broadly in line with the more established institutional side of
the business. RLAM states that it was in the top five net new business winners in 2019. RLAM has assets under
management of £139bn [2018: £114bn] relating to individual clients as well as pension funds, local authorities and charities.
Internal funds are managed by RLAM, which is committed to a philosophy of active management. A blend of different
investment styles underpins this philosophy and the pursuit of added value to clients. Fixed interest and property managers
adopt a more team-based, valuation-driven approach, whereas equity fund managers are given greater discretion to follow
their unique investment styles, relevant to the markets they operate in. RLAM continues to provide a range of ethical and
sustainable funds.
Although not a guarantee, Royal London aims to award between 0.15% - 0.25% of the value of a member's retirement
savings on an annual basis. This is in addition to any investment growth. These ProfitShare awards are invested in the same
investment choice as a member's other retirement savings.

Guide

Royal London continued to look to improve the quality of service to advisers and customers. Enhancements to its online
service have allowed advisers to check the status of applications and access their decision documents, giving more
transparency during the application process.
A new claims system was launched in June, which has improved the customer experience and reduced the time taken to
pay claims. This has enabled Royal London to remove claim forms from the death claims process and implement a verbal
instruction of payment. A case management approach to claims has also been introduced so that each claimant now gets
a dedicated point of contact who will deal with their claim from beginning to end.
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Last 3 reporting periods up to 31 December 2019
Assets

Liabilities
Dec 17

Dec 18

Dec 19

Dec 17

Dec 18

Dec 19

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

17,930

16,222

17,000

0

0

0

Equities

7,651

6,436

6,879

Collectives

1,520

1,423

1,499

201

163

182

40,719

44,360

55,590

4,260

3,168

4,173

4

3

3

5,035

4,721

4,692

760

572

377

Other

13,252

13,673

14,958

Total Assets

91,332

90,740

105,354

Fixed interest

Property
Linked
Derivatives

Group & Parental Context

PROVIDER SECTOR

Loans and mortgages
Reinsurance recoverables
Cash

Technical provisions - nonlife
Technical provisions - health
(similar to life)

(134)

(132)

(175)

Technical provisions - life

34,927

32,566

34,469

Technical provisions - linked

39,223

42,728

53,639

8,625

7,365

8,631

82,640

82,528

96,563

8,692

8,212

8,791

Other
Total Liabilities
Excess of assets over
liabilities

Total assets increased by 16% in 2019. Within this, linked assets increased by 25% and remained the most dominant part
of the business, accounting for 53% of the total [2018: 49%] with Fixed Interest at 16% [2018: 18%]. With total liabilities
increasing by 17%, the excess increased by £0.6bn to £8.8bn.

Guide

Company Analysis

RLAM's total assets under management increased by 22% to a record high of £139bn [2018: £114bn]. The increase
included net inflows of £6.7bn from external clients [2018: £4.1bn] and net inflows of £3.2bn [2018: £3.6bn] from Royal
London.
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Life & Health SLT Technical Provisions

Life Expenses

Dec 17

Dec 18

Dec 19

Dec 17

Dec 18

Dec 19

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

Insurance with profit
participation

29,801

27,490

28,698

3

3

4

Linked insurance

39,223

42,728

53,625

Insurance with profit
participation

161

154

102

5,125

5,076

5,010

Linked insurance

196

203

224

Annuities - from non-life
health

0

0

0

Other life insurance

235

263

267

Annuities - from non-life
non-health

0

0

0

0

Annuities - from non-life
health

0

0

Annuities - from non-life
non-health

0

0

0

Health reinsurance

0

0

0

Life reinsurance

0

0

1

Other expenses

162

38

180

Total life expenses

757

662

778

Other life insurance

Health insurance

(134)

(132)

(177)

Health reinsurance

0

0

2

Life reinsurance

0

0

775

74,015

75,163

87,932

Total life and health SLT
technical provisions

Health insurance

The Society writes a mix of with profits, linked and non-profit business. In terms of technical provisions, and reflecting
assets shown above, linked business is the most significant representing 61% [2018: 57%] of the total. There remains a
substantial proportion of declining, mostly historic, with profits business, which represents 33% of the total (down from
37% in 2018), the balance being non profit business.

Guide

Company Analysis
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Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR)

Market risk
Counterparty default risk
Life underwriting risk
Health underwriting risk
Non-life underwriting risk
Diversification
Intangible asset risk
Operational risk
Capital add-ons already set

Group & Parental Context

Other items
Solvency capital
requirement

PROVIDER SECTOR

Eligible Own Funds

Dec 17

Dec 18

Dec 19

Dec 17

Dec 18

Dec 19

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

8,345

6,256

3,179

5,682

5,562

5,615

368

312

146

0

0

0

2,493

1,407

4,321

Tier 2

883

806

1,508

70

65

0

Tier 3

0

0

0

0

0

0

Eligible own funds to meet
SCR

6,565

6,368

7,123

Excess of own funds over
SCR

2,370

1,891

2,861

SCR coverage ratio (%)

156.5

142.0

167.0

(1,854)

(1,179)

(2,508)

0

0

0

187

203

665

0

1,451

0

(5,413)

(4,038)

(1,541)

4,196

4,477

4,262

Tier 1 unrestricted
Tier 1 restricted

2019 saw Royal London transition to a Partial Internal Model for the calculation of its regulatory capital requirement. This
better aligns regulatory reporting with how capital is managed internally. As a result, certain figures were restated as at 1
January 2019 to reflect this move.
At Group level, the Royal London Open Fund had Own Funds of £4.8bn [2018: £4.1bn], a Solvency Capital Requirement
(SCR) of £2.2bn [2018: £2.2bn], a surplus of £2.6bn [2018: £1.9bn] and an SCR ratio of 219% [2018: 185%; 1 January
2019 restated: 201%].

Company Analysis

The closed funds had Own Funds of £5.4bn [2018: £4.9bn], an SCR of £2.2bn [2018: £2.2bn], a surplus of £3.2bn [2018:
£2.7bn] and an SCR ratio of 243% [2018: 218%; 1 January 2019 restated: 259% ].
Total Own Funds were therefore £10.2bn [2018: £9.0bn], with total SCR of £4.4bn [2018: £4.5bn], a surplus of £5.8bn
[2018: £4.5bn] and a SCR ratio of 231% [2018: 201%; 1 January 2019 restated: 228%] on an 'Investor's View' basis.
On a regulatory basis, the closed fund surplus is treated as a liability, so reducing Total Own Funds by £3.2bn [2018:
£2.7bn] to £7.1bn [2018: £6.3bn] and a revised SCR ratio of 159% [2018: 142%; 1 January 2019: 154%:]. The movement
in the capital position reflects the subordinated debt issuance and economic assumption changes, offset by the capital used
to write new business, ProfitShare allocation and continued strategic investment in the Group.
Own Funds includes Tier 2 capital totalling £1.5bn relating to three tranches of subordinated debt issued in 2013. 2015
and 2019. Royal London's SCR is more than covered by Tier 1 Capital.

Guide

Like a number of its competitors, Royal London makes use of the Transitional Measure on Technical Provisions (TMTP)
to smooth the transition from the Solvency I Regime to Solvency II. TMTP primarily benefits the closed funds, but Royal
London is not reliant on TMTP to meet its capital requirements. As at 31 December 2019, the use of the TMTP
contributed 70% [2018: 51%] of the Investor View coverage ratio and 18% [2018: 17%] to the Regulatory View capital
coverage ratio.
Until 31 December 2018, there was only one insurance entity within the Group for Solvency II purposes. 2019, however,
saw the introduction of RLI DAC, which means that the Society now also calculates its SCR coverage ratio on a Solo
basis, The ratio on this basis was 167%.
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Gross Life Premiums Written By Line of
Business

Gross Life Premiums Written By Country

Dec 17

Dec 18

Dec 19

£m

£m

£m

29

45

46

487

388

206

8,736

8,948

9,828

651

648

591

Annuities - from non-life
health

0

0

0

Annuities - from non-life
non-health

0

0

0

Health reinsurance

0

0

6

Life reinsurance

0

0

1,007

9,904

10,028

11,685

Health insurance
Insurance with profit
participation
Linked insurance
Other life insurance

Total gross life premiums
written

PROVIDER SECTOR

Dec 17

Dec 18

Dec 19

£m

£m

£m

9,839

9,958

11,685

Country 1

65

70

0

Country 2

0

0

0

Country 3

0

0

0

Country 4

0

0

0

Country 5

0

0

0

Other countries

0

0

0

9,904

10,028

11,685

Home country

Total gross life premiums
written

The Society reported a decrease in Life and Pensions PVNBP in 2019, down 5% from £11.3bn to £10.7bn.
Against the backdrop of a more mature pensions market, workplace pensions sales held up reasonably well and were
down 1% at £3.1bn. Individual pension new business sales were down 7% at £6.3bn, mainly due to reduced defined
benefit transfers. Royal London reported increased intermediated workplace pensions and individual pensions market
shares of 14% and 21% respectively [2018: 12% and 18%].

Company Analysis

In a difficult market, UK Intermediary Protection new business sales fell by 8% to £678m [2018: £735m], in part because
Royal London focused on improving the quality of its distribution footprint, which meant that it stopped using some
intermediaries whose business quality was deemed to be poor.
Growth accelerated in Royal London's Irish Protection business in 2019. Applications for new policies increased by 22%
and revenues rose by 27%. New business sales increased by 22% to £137m [2018: £112m] and market share was up and
reported at 22% at Q3 2019 [Q4 2018: 19%].
RLAM reported external net inflows of £6.7bn [2018: £4.1bn] and internal net inflows of £3.2bn [2018: £3.6bn] giving
total net inflows of £9.9bn [2018: £7.7bn]. Funds under management increased to £139bn [2018: £114bn].
The Consumer division gained more than 70,000 direct customers. Its new business increased to £423m [2018: £419m],
due to the continued success of the unit-linked funeral plan launched in 2018 and an increase in the volume of Over-50s
Life Cover sales. In the over-50s life insurance market in the UK, the division reported that it was the second largest player
with a market share of 24% at Q3 2019 [Q4 2018: 23%], driven through digital and telephony channels.

Guide

Business partnerships contributed with sales of £304m [2018: £316m]. In particular, the Post Office partnership where
sales were up by 14%. In 2019 Royal London launched life insurance partnership with Co-op Insurance Services and an
Over-50s Life Cover partnership with Cover Direct. Both of these further enable the Consumer division to reach a wide
range of customers. The partnership with CYBG, owner of Clydesdale and Yorkshire Banks, ended during the year when
it merged with Virgin Money.
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Profit (loss) before taxation
Taxation
Profit (loss) after taxation
Other comprehensive
income
Dividends
Retained profit (loss)

PROVIDER SECTOR

Life Business Flows
Dec 17

Dec 18

Dec 19

Dec 17

Dec 18

Dec 19

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

455

(111)

436

Net life premiums earned

12,130

9,771

11,390

(103)

63

(211)

Net life claims incurred

(6,124)

(5,658)

(7,152)

352

(48)

225

6,007

4,113

4,238

82

53

(40)

0

0

0

434

5

185

Net flow of business

IFRS pre-tax profit, shown above, increased to £436m [2018: loss of £111m] due to positive investment returns of £11.6bn
[2018: £2.7bn], loss following strong performance in global and UK equity markets, offset by an increase in the value of
policyholder benefits and claims of £10.9bn [2018: £2.1bn, decrease] driven by a fall in yields used to discount liabilities.
The IFRS pre-tax profit includes an impairment charge of £100m against the intangible asset held in relation to the ongoing
development of pensions technology. There was a significant increase in the IFRS post tax transfer to eligible policyholders
to £185m [2018: £5m].
Royal London uses EEV as the basis by which it measures and manages the business, as it believes this provides a more
meaningful view of the value of the business than the snapshot view provided by IFRS, although the Group moved to UK
GAAP in 2020. There was a 5% increase in EEV operating profit (before tax) in 2019 to a Group record for the second
year in succession of £416m [2018: £396m]. This increase was due to a higher new business contribution of £319m [2018:
£301m], driven by record external net inflows of £6,696m [2018: £4,100m] into RLAM and offset by the expected
reduction in Individual Pensions new business sales. Profit from managing existing business increased by £59m to £287m
[2018: £228m], driven by positive persistency experience variances and assumption changes in asset management, positive
mortality and morbidity assumption changes within UK Protection, and positive persistency experience variances on
Pension business. A loss of £25m on uncovered business mainly comprises the trading result of IFDL, which has now been
sold (the 2018 result included an impairment charge of £20m). Strategic development costs and other items increased to
£173m [2018: £111m], reflecting the continued strategic investment, driven primarily by one-off benefits in 2018 of £60m
relating to the final implementation of the actuarial system transformation, and a change to annual management charges
on the unit-linked funeral plan product.
The pay-out under ProfitShare reduced by 7% to £140m [2018: £150m], bringing the total ProfitShare distribution to
over £1bn since 2007. The reduction reflected the economic outlook, the relevant amount being added to qualifying
policies and representing an uplift of 1.2% for with profits policyholders and 0.15% for unit linked pension policies [2018:
1.4% and 0.18%, respectively].

Guide

With net premiums increasing to £10.4bn [2018: £9.8bn] and net claims increasing to £7.2bn [2018: £5.7bn] there was a
reduced net inflow of £3.2bn [2018: £4.1bn].
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Guide
INTRODUCTION
For over 20 years AKG has particularly focused on the financial strength requirements of financial advisers, who when
acting on behalf of their clients, need to ascertain a company's ability to deliver sustained provision.
From this customer perspective, the financial strength of companies needs to be focused at an operational level, specifically
on the company that is effecting the product or service that a customer is selecting. This is important, because from the
customer’s perspective it is that company (not some higher corporate entity) that needs to survive in a form that maintains
the requisite operational characteristics to meet their fairly held requirements. And it is thus at this level that the selection
needs of the customers’ advisers must be met.
It is also important to understand the sector approach (comparative peer groups) that is adopted in financial strength
assessment and rating process.
At AKG, this is again driven by the end customer perspective and the fact that assessment is designed solely for this
purpose, i.e. as a component in helping customers’ advisers to select between comparable companies competing to deliver
relevant products or services.
AKG’s focus and approach has remained consistent over the years since it commenced assessment and rating support for
the market. However, coverage, format and presentation has rightly evolved over this period, in line with the needs and
expectations of assessment and rating users in the market. And AKG considers further changes on a continual basis.
Further details including an explanation of what is included in the assessment reports and coverage can be found online
at https://www.akg.co.uk/information/reports/provider.

Company Analysis

AKG’s process for assessment and rating is to use a balanced scorecard of measures and comparative information, relevant
to the companies contained within each peer group. This is gathered via Public Information only for non-participatory
assessments and public information plus company interactions with companies for participatory assessments. Further
details on AKG’s process can be found at https://www.akg.co.uk/information/reports.
This includes further information on the different participatory and non-participatory basis and for companies wishing to
learn more about participatory assessment AKG is pleased to outline this and welcomes contact.
This is a participatory assessment.

RATING DEFINIT IONS

Guide

Overall Financial Strength Rating
The objective is to provide a simple indication of the general financial strength of a company from the perspective of those
financial advisers who when acting on behalf of their clients need to ascertain a company's ability to deliver sustained
operational provision of products or services.
The overall rating inherently reflects the mix of business within the company, since different types of customer or
policyholder have different requirements and expectations, and the company may have particular strengths and
weaknesses in respect of its key product or service areas. However, it also takes account of comparison across the sector
in which it is assessed.
The rating takes into account those of the following criteria which are relevant (depending upon the company's mix of
business in-force): capital and asset position, expense position and profitability, structure (and size) of funds within the
company, parental strength (and likely attitude towards supporting the company), operational capability, management
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strength and capability, strategic position and rationale, brand and image, typical fund performance achievements or
product / service features, its operating environment and ability to withstand external forces.
Rating Scale

A

B+

B

B-

C

D

Superior

Very Strong

Strong

Satisfactory

Weak

Very Weak

Not applicable

With Profits Financial Strength Rating
The objective is to provide a simple indication of the with profits financial strength of a company, where it currently offers
with profits business or has existing with profits business within it.

Group & Parental Context

This is from the perspective of those financial advisers who when acting on behalf of their clients, for this product type,
need to ascertain a company's ability to deliver sustained operational provision of with profits funds, products or
propositions. Its comparison is with other companies within the assessment sector that offer or have with profits business.
The main criteria taken into account are: capital and asset position, expense position and profitability, the amount of with
profits business in-force, parental strength (and likely attitude towards supporting the company), and image and strategy.
NOTE: More detailed analysis of with profits companies is included in AKG’s UK Life Office With Profits Reports.
Rating Scale
Excellent

Very Good

Good

Adequate

Poor

Not Rated

Company Analysis

Unit Linked Financial Strength Rating
The objective is to provide a simple indication of the unit linked financial strength of a company, where it currently offers
unit linked business or has existing unit linked business within it. This is from the perspective of those financial advisers
who when acting on behalf of their clients, for this product type, need to ascertain a company's ability to deliver sustained
operational provision of unit linked products or propositions. Its comparison is with other companies within the assessment
sector that offer or have unit linked business.
The main criteria taken into account are: capital and asset position, expense position and profitability, structure (and size)
of funds within the company, parental strength (and likely attitude towards supporting the company), operational capability,
management strength and capability, strategic position and rationale, brand and image, typical fund performance
achievements or product / service features, its operating environment and ability to withstand external forces.
Rating Scale

Guide

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Adequate

Poor

Not Rated

Non Profit Financial Strength Rating
The objective is to provide a simple indication of the non profit financial strength of a company, where it currently offers
or has existing products and propositions such as term assurance and annuities. This focuses on the company’s ability to
deliver sustained operational provision of such non profit products or propositions. Its comparison is with other companies
within the assessment sector that offer or have non profit business.
The main criteria taken into account are: capital and asset position, expense position and profitability, structure (and size)
of funds within the company, parental strength (and likely attitude towards supporting the company), operational capability,
management strength and capability, strategic position and rationale, brand and image, product / service features, its
operating environment and ability to withstand external forces.
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Rating Scale
Excellent

Very Good

Good

Adequate

Poor

Not Rated

Service Rating
The objective is to assess the quality of the organisation's service to the intermediary market in respect of the brand
concerned.
Criteria taken into account include: performance in surveys, awards and benchmarking exercises (external and internal),
the organisation's philosophy, service charters, the extent of investments designed to improve service, and feedback from
intermediaries.
Rating Scale

Group & Parental Context

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Adequate

Poor

Not Rated

Image & Strategy Rating
The objective is to assess the effectiveness of the means by which the organisation currently positions itself to distribute
its products for the brand concerned and the plans it has to maintain and/or develop its position.
Criteria taken into account include: overall trends in the company’s market share position, brand visibility and reputation,
feedback from intermediaries and industry commentators, and AKG’s view of the company’s general strategy.
Rating Scale

Company Analysis

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Adequate

Poor

Not Rated

Business Performance Rating
This review is an assessment of how the company and the brand has fared against its peers, and how it is perceived
externally. Effectively this is how it has performed recently in the market. Whilst it will include performance indicators
from the most recent available statutory reporting (report and accounts and SFCRs in the case of insurance companies,
for example) it will also draw on other recent key performance elements before and after such disclosure, up to the point
at which the assessment is undertaken.
Criteria taken into account include: increase/decrease in market shares, expense containment, publicity good or bad, press
or market commentary, regulatory fines, and competitive position.
Rating Scale
Very Good

Good

Adequate

Poor

Not Rated

Guide

Excellent
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ABOUT AKG
AKG is an independent organisation. Originally established as an actuarial consultancy AKG has, for over 20 years,
specialised in the provision of assessment, ratings, information and market assistance to the financial services industry.
As the market has evolved over this period, the range of entities considered by AKG has expanded. Consequently, AKG
has brought additional skill sets into its operations. This has meant the inclusion of accounting, corporate finance, IT and
market intelligence experience, alongside actuarial resources, to deliver an expanded professional capability.
Today AKG’s core purpose is in the provision of financial analysis and review services to support the wider financial services
sector and its customers.

Company Analysis
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The report contains assessment based on available information at the date as shown on the report’s cover and in its page footer. This includes prior
regulatory data which may have an earlier date associated with it, but the report also takes into account all relevant events and information, available
to and considered by AKG, which have occurred prior to this stated cover and footer date. Events and information subsequent to this date are not
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